DressShop 2.0 is Shipping, Free Upgrade to Previous Version
Moss Beach, June. 10, 2014 The new software is a 3D design tool for designers who want to create new
designs fast and without the steep learning curve associated with other, pattern-based design applications.
DressShop 2 is a complete rewrite of DressShop 1, producing a flexible code that will support both PC and
tablet users.
A designer can input a rough sketch as a template and it is displayed on the right. In the left the 3D design
process takes place using a variety of tools. Instead of cutting patterns, DressShop uses three base
shapes, Dress, Suit and Cape. Designers alter these shapes with easy to use tools such as “Cut”, “Shape”,
“Stretch” and “Pleat” to create a huge variety of custom designs. There’s also an “Accessory” tab and
associated library for belts, buttons, bows or other items that the designers can import as OBJ files, as well
as a “Materials” tab to add colors and patterns, including leather and lace to dresses. DressShop exports
OBJ files that can be used in conjunction with popular 3D applications such as DAZ Studio or Poser.
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DressShop has a MSRP of $49.95, making it a very affordable tool for 3D designers.
Abalone LLC is a Moss Beach, California based software company in business since 2006. In addition to
DressShop it has produced the popular FaceShop software, in circulation since 2007, now in its 8th version.
Another product, Face2Face is used by law enforcement and education to teach young people about the
perils of drug use via facial simulation. Press Contact: Laslo Vespremi, CEO at info@abalonellc.com or
650-302-0894
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